Detecting opinion expression is a potential and essential task in opinion mining that can be extended to advanced tasks. In this paper, we considered opinion expression detection as a sequence labeling task and exploited different deep contextualized embedders into the stateof-the-art architecture, composed of bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) and conditional random field (CRF). Our experimental results show that using different word embeddings can cause contrasting results, and the model can achieve remarkable scores with deep contextualized embeddings. Especially, using BERT embedder can significantly exceed using ELMo embedder.
Introduction
One of the crucial tasks in sentiment analysis field is opinion mining, which right now becomes more and more popular for survey. The purpose of opinion mining is to detect the emotional expression from a sentence or an entire document. To be more specific, those expressions usually contain human beings' emotions, interests, even attitudes via natural language.
Fine-grained opinion mining is not only fundamental but also important because bountiful Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications can benefit from it. For example, detecting opinion expression can be extended to identify opinion entity, such as Katiyar and Cardie (2016) ; Miwa and Bansal (2016) ; Katiyar and Cardie (2017) , recognize stance (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010) , and extract aspect (Xu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016) .
Opinion expression detection can be viewed as a linguistic sequence labeling problem. Therefore, recognizing opinionated span from a sentence can be designed as a token-level sequence tagging problem. In this case, standard BIO encoding is usually applied in the same way inİrsoy and Cardie (2014); Choi et al. (2005) . Thus, we used the dataset tagged with B, I, and O characters, which represent the beginning, inside, and outside respectively. The first token in each opinionated span is attached to B character, and then the rest of the span are assigned to I character. Table 1 is an example of BIO scheme. Out of exactness, in this study, we chose the dataset MPQA 1.2 used in Xie (2017) ; İrsoy and Cardie (2014) . To estimate the generalization of our model, we also took another opinion-oriented dataset MOAT from the organization NTCIR7 (Seki et al., 2008) .
Opinion expression usually contains a speaker's emotion; hence, we assume that semantics contributes more than syntax. Even though pretrained word embedding can improve the performance, it still doesn't fully utilize word meaning and its context. Therefore, generating word representations based on the contexts is critical. Owing to deep neural network, model can produce dynamic word representation, such as McCann et al. (2017) ; Peters et al. (2018) ; Akbik et al. (2018) , on the contrary to fixed representation (Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013) . In this paper, we applied two state-of-the-art and innovative models, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , to produce word representations and compared the performances. After obtaining the contextualized word representations, we fed them into a robust neural network.
Related Work
Word Representation. In the past few years, distributed word representations, also known as word embeddings, have been broadly applied to NLP tasks because adding pre-trained one can improve the performance by 1 to 2 point.
Many researches are done with GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) or Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) . However, one vector can not represent all the meanings of a word. For the sake of deep neural networks, we can add contextual characteristic into word representation during converting. For instance, CoVe (McCann et al., 2017) learns contextualized word vectors via encoders in translation. ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) produces contextualized embeddings from language models computed on 2-layer BiLSTMs with character convolutions. Akbik et al. (2018) trained a character language model to produce contextual string embeddings.
Different from the models mentioned above, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) extends Radford (2018) , extracting features by Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) , from uni-direction into bidirection and outperforms impressively in many tasks. In this paper, we took BERT as our embedder because it can generate contextual features. In contrast, ELMo is selected as our baseline embedder.
According to Ruder and Howard (2018) , pretraining on a large amount of unlabeled data do improve the model; thus, we used pre-trained BERT and ELMo model and then did fine-tuning with our data.
Neural Network. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Jain and Medsker, 1999) handles variable length input and performs well on NLP tasks, in particular Long Short-Term Momory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) . At present, state-of-the-art approaches for sequence labeling typically use bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) , and a conditional random field (CRF) decoding layer. BiLSTMs can capture not only the previous information but also the following information.
Recently, RNNs have been generally utilized in sequential modeling, such asİrsoy and Cardie (2014), which stacked 3-layer bidirectional vanilla RNNs and the model outperformed the variants of CRF-based methods. Moreover, LSTM has multiple gates allowing the model to learn long-distance dependencies. For sequential labeling tasks, such as Name Entity Recognition (NER) and Part-ofspeech (POS) tagging, BiLSTM can take both former and latter contexts into consideration without length limitation and perform better (e.g., Liu et al. (2015) resorted to LSTM with some linguistic features and Katiyar and Cardie (2016) applied deep BiLSTMs on detecting opinion entities and relations).
So far, there have been many variants of LSTMbased neural network models proposed to improve the model and achieve competitive performance against traditional models. Miwa and Bansal (2016) made use of dependency tree and fed it into tree-structured BiLSTM. Simpler and more ingenious, Katiyar and Cardie (2017) only employed attention-based BiLSTM for entity and relation without any manual features or dependency structure information.
Conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) have also been quite successful for sequence tasks. Thanks to CRF layer, the model can take advantage of sentence-level and neighbor tag information to predict current tag (Huang et al., 2015; Ma and Hovy, 2016) .
Some researches combined CNN with RNN to gain the benefits from each other. They extracted character-level features via CNN and handled sentences via RNN, such as Chiu and Nichols (2016). BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016) obtained features via CNN and stacks CRF on BiL-STM. Xie (2017) applied CNN with bi-direction Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs). Xu et al. (2018) applied CNN to extract features with dual embeddings.
Our study compared BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF (2016) with the model using ELMo as embedder (ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF) and then competed ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF with the one using BERT as embedder (BERT-BiLSTM-CRF). Afterwards, we compared the performance and the difference between two embedders.
Eventually, based on Katiyar and Cardie (2017) ; Vaswani et al. (2017) , we employed attention mechanism in BERT-BiLSTM-CRF layer expected to improve the accuracy.
Model
The main focus of our research is to improve the performance by using the deep contextualized word representation and compare two kinds of word embedders. Therefore, rather than static word representations, we employed dynamic word embedders that create the word representation based on its context.
After transforming all tokens into continuous vector representations, we fed them into BiLSTM instead of feed-forward network because BiLSTM neural network is prevailing and dominant on NLP tasks and many opinion-related tasks are completed with it.
After finishing each epoch, we updated the parameters simultaneously via back-propagation through time (BPTT) (Werbos, 1990) . Last, after our comparisons, we chose the better model and added attention mechanism on BiLSTM layer to strengthen the performance.
In the following subsections, we decompose our neural network architectures and describe the components (layers) in detail. Hence, we introduce the neural layers in our models one-by-one from bottom to top. Before describing the models, we first illustrate the annotation format of data, which is followed by the most important part, word embedders. Afterwards, the BiLSTM layers as well as CRF layer will be mentioned.
Data Scheme
Opinion expression detection can be viewed as a linguistic sequence labeling problem. In this case, BIO encoding is usually applied to identify the opinionated span in a sentence. Thus, in the dataset, each token is tagged with BIO.
Word Embedders
According to previous research, using pre-trained word embeddings in downstream tasks usually outperforms using randomly initialized vectors. Therefore, choosing a robust embedding way to transform tokens is influential in experiments. Nevertheless, although there have been abundant ways to convert words into dense distributions so far, we first did some experiments to discover how effective each approach is.
After observing the datasets, we found that opinion detection task concentrates more on semantics than syntax. Consequently, we used a deep neural network, BERT, to figure out this problem because it is flexible enough to produce the representation of each token based on its context, even more the whole sentence.
Moreover, the BERT model is so overwhelming that it works impressively on plenty of tasks. In order to examine the performance on different embedding in opinion mining, we used BERT model as the word embedder in our experiments. Besides, it is necessary to compare the main model with a baseline. Therefore, we took another contextualized embedding, ELMo, as word embedding, and regarded the results as our baseline.
Architecture
We stacked BiLSTM on top of embedders because of the following reasons. First of all, in our research, BERT and ELMo are only used as word embedders instead of the whole architecture. Second, many RNN-based neural network models are proposed to figure out the sequence labeling tasks, and also achieved competitive performance against traditional models (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Huang et al., 2015) . Last but not least, we would like to compare the performances between different contextualized embeddings so we must fix the other parts of architecture.
In addition, we also added CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) layer because it can consider the correlations between labels in neighborhoods to predict current tag. Thanks to CRF layer, the model took full advantage of sentence-level tag information and enhanced itself to decode the best chain of labels for a given input sentence. In summary, we combined BERT or ELMo embedders with BiLSTM and CRF layers (Bert-BiLSTM-CRF and ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF). Each model can efficiently benefit from the forward and backward input features through BiLSTM layer and sentence-level tag information via CRF layer.
Attention
Katiyar and Cardie (2017) displayed that attention mechanism can reinforce the model. Therefore, we extended the Bert-BiLSTM-CRF network with multi-head attention approach because it allows the model to jointly attend to information from different representation sub-spaces at different positions (Vaswani et al., 2017) . More concretely, the hidden states from BiLSTM layers went through attention layer and then linear layer as well as CRF layer. 
Experiments

Data Sets
Due to the development of opinion mining, there are numerous existing datasets which are useful for us. For example, Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) offers the annotated dataset.
In this paper, we conducted the experiments on the processed dataset, MPQA 1.2, provided bẏ Irsoy and Cardie (2014). It includes two types of opinion expression proposed by Wiebe et al. (2005) -direct subjective expressions(DSEs) and expressive subjective expressions (ESEs). DSEs represent both subjective speech events and explicitly mentioned private states, while ESEs consist of tokens that express emotion or sentiment in an indirect or implicit way. Table 1 is also an example of DSE and ESE.
In addition to MQPA 1.2, we have another dataset from MOAT task, which is also related to opinion expression and organized by NTCIR (Seki et al., 2008) . Different datasets can confirm that our model is generalized enough. Table 2 depicts the number of sentences in each dataset.
In the research, we first used one tenth of the dataset as the development set, and the rest of the data are applied 10-fold in order to get a more balanced result.
Word Embeddings
This experiment contains the details of the comparison between ELMo and other embedding ways. Table 3 is the results from different notable embedding ways on DSEs, and the evaluation is token-based calculation.
we selected some pre-trained word embedding -Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) , GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), and dependency-based word embedding (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) . Besides, we also tried BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016) , which extracted character features by CNN and concatenated GloVe.
All the architectures are identical except for the word representings and decoding ways. Each combination is composed of one type of embeddings and three BiLSTM layers with or without CRF layer.
According to the results, the model with CRF layer does defeat the model without CRF layer. It proves that adding CRF layer becomes more powerful. Moreover, all the scores are close except for ELMo one. BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF doesn't exceed the other models only with pre-trained word embedding. We assumed that opinion mining emphasizes more semantics than syntax. Therefore, character features do not boost the model much.
Subsequently, we compared BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF with the one using ELMo embedder (ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF), and it turned out that ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF surpasses BiLSTM-CNNs-CRF substantially. Therefore, we took it as our baseline in this paper.
Parameter Settings
We made use of pre-trained BERT and ELMo models and did the fine-tuning during training procedure guided by Devlin et al. (2018) in order to make the model learn the distribution of the dataset.
For ELMo model, we used ELMoForManyLangs 1 provided by HIT-SCIR (Che et al., 2018; Fares et al., 2017) and took the average of the hidden states from all the layers as token representation.
For BERT model, we used "BERT-Base, Multilingual Cased" provided by Google 2 (Devlin et al., 2018) . Most of the hyper-parameters are instructed by the paper. Only the hidden state from the last layer is picked and regarded as token representation.
For the rest of shared properties, we stacked 3 layers of BiLSTM 3 based onİrsoy and Cardie (2014). Learning rate is 0.00005 advised by (Devlin et al., 2018) . Dropout is set to 0.5 before fully connected layer. Optimizer uses Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
Evaluation
In the evaluation, we calculated precision, recall, and F1-score. However, in order to evaluate our model comprehensively, we measured our model not only by token basis but also span basis. This is because it is difficult to define the boundaries of expressions, even for human annotators. To put it another way, for token-based evaluation, F1-score pays attention to whether the individual tag is predicted correctly or not. In contrast, spanbased evaluation cares about the count of overlap; hence, we used binary overlap along with proportional overlap. Binary overlap computes the number of matching overlaps between predicted sequence and ground-truth sequence. As long as predicted span overlaps ground-truth span, binary overlap views it as a correct prediction. To refine the evaluation, proportional overlap considers the length of overlap and imparts a partial correctness to each match, which is able to assess the model more accurate. We used these three evaluations to measure our models. Table 4 , 5, and 6 display the results of the data sets individually. The scores show that using BERT embedder does achieve better performance than using ELMo embedder by dramatic difference, which implies that BERT is promising in opinion mining tasks. More interestingly, adding attention mechanism on BiLSTM can increase the performance slightly.
Results and Discussion
Results
Discussion
According to the scores, it is easier to detect DSEs than ESEs because DSEs contain clear opinion-
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My public affairs keepers ated expression, which may be some adjectives. However, detecting ESEs requires understanding more implicit semantics, but BERT-BiLSTM-CRF works well on ESEs.
Adding attention mechanism does not improve much probably because BERT layer has already incorporated multi-head attention mechanism and caught well-represented information.
Moreover, the training epochs for ELMoBiLSTM-CRF is 4 times more than that of BERTBiLSTM-CRF to converge. In other words, applying BERT embedder can save much more time. To conclude, in our experiments, BERT embedder is much more efficient than other embeddings.
Error Analysis
In this section, we observed the predictions and analyzed the defect in our models. Table 7 is our several predictions from our model on each dataset. Many sentences are predicted approximately or even same; however, in some sentences ELMo-BiLSTM-CRF has lower recall.
BERT-BiLSTM-CRF can predict well, but some failures are caused by the inconsistency in dataset. For example, whether definite articles (e.g. "the") or punctuation should be included or not is one of the problems. Besides, the same verb, such as 'say', in similar contexts is not always annotated, either.
For ESEs, It is much more difficult to clearly identify implicit semantics because there are many fragmented predictions. Besides, although we have CRF layer to consider the entire sequence predictions, it still exists some wrong tagging, such as starting with I tag.
The opinionated spans in NTCIR7-MOAT data are usually too long, which is a little different from the other datasets. Besides, the number of sentences is not much; thus, the result does not meet the expectation.
Once the flaws in dataset are figured out, we can gain a better performance. Furthermore, adding another feature, such as GLoVe (Pennington et al., 2014) or linguistic characteristics, is also a way to enhance the model.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced contextualized embeddings into opinion mining task. Experimentally, our models have significant promotion for changing embedder and prove that deep contextualized embeddings perform well in opinion mining task. Specifically, our comparison shows that using BERT embedder dramatically surpasses using ELMo embedder.
In the future work, it would be better to supplement other word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013) as auxiliary, just like Chiu and Nichols (2016); Xu et al. (2018) . Even more, we can add contextual string embedding (Akbik et al., 2018) to support character-level features and apply it to advanced opinion mining tasks.
